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Abstract: In the last decades, many error innovations have been introduced based on different modification techniques. One 

of the vital methods in estimating the true parameter of any volatility models is error innovation distribution, since volatility is 

affected by reaction from the stock market because of political recession, insecurity, constant power failure, war, political 

disorder, and other economic crises. In modelling of volatility in a financial investment, error innovation distribution was 

found advantageous. In this paper, the researcher provided a new error innovation distribution that will serve as a competitive 

to other existing error innovation. The theoretical properties of the standardized exponentiated Gumbel error innovation 

distribution is provided and the method of estimating its parameters, by maximum likelihood estimator was proposed. The 

exponentiated Gumbel distribution were standardized and then converted to the new error innovation through the method of 

transformation. The newly established error innovation which was obtained through the method of transformation in 

econometrics was applied on Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH 1,1) model. For the partial 

derivative of the shape and volatility parameters were unable to get the exact solution of the parameters. Therefore, a method 

of numerical solution BFGS was applied to obtain the estimated values of the parameters. 

Keyword: Exponentiated Gumbel Distribution, Error Innovation, Maximum Likelihood Estimate,  

Volatility and Transformation 

 

1. Introduction 

In the last decades, many error innovations have been 

introduced based on different modification techniques. One 

of the vital methods in estimating the true parameter of any 

volatility models is error innovation distribution, since 

volatility is affected by reaction from the stock market 

because of political recession, insecurity, constant power 

failure, war, political disorder, and other economic crises. 

This could trigger variation to stock prices falling yielding to 

high leptokurtic, therefore Standardized exponentiated 

Gumbel error innovation distribution was proposed by the 

researchers to address such reaction. 

In estimating the parameters of any volatility models error 

distribution is one of the important methods which was why 

Engle [1] proposed to utilize the innovation distribution as a 

slip-up distribution in estimating his proposed volatility 

model. Error innovation distribution plays important role in 

estimating the parameters of the volatility models. 

This study proposed an error innovation distribution with 

some statistical properties. 

Several researchers have introduced different error 

innovation distributions. To assess the parameters of 

heteroscedastic models, numerous distributions of error 

innovations were proposed, ranging from normal error 

innovation distribution which was proposed by Engle, 

Bollerslev [1, 2] and host of others. 

Therefore, this paper tends to proposed a more unique 

error innovation distribution by improving on the existing 

error innovation distribution via adoption of exponentiated 

Gumbel distribution. 

The Normal distribution was originally proposed byGauss 

[3] and used in (1816) where the distribution follow a normal 

curve and later renamed after Gauss as Gaussian distribution. 

Engle [1] was the first to proposed error innovation 

distribution for modelling volatility where is model the 
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inflation rate with the assumption of standard normal error 

innovation distribution. The model of GARCH proposed by 

Bollerslev [4] also accepted this normal distribution for the 

error innovation and used the distribution to estimate 

volatility models. However, due to the limitation of normal 

error innovation distribution such as it is leptokurtic in nature 

and because of this limitation it brings about inconsistent in 

estimation. 

The student t distribution was discovered by William [5] 

where the distribution is said to have heavy tail even though 

it is symmetric with a bell shape like the normal distribution. 

Bollerslev [2] introduced Student-t error innovation 

distribution. The error innovation of this distribution was 

used to capture the limitation of the normal distribution. 

Bollerslev [2] was the first to model financial time series of 

exchange rate and stock returns on GARCH modelling using 

error innovation of student t distribution. 

Student-t distribution was used in the estimation of 

volatility models and its captures the observed kurtosis. 

Generalized Error Distribution (GED) was proposed for 

error Innovation by Nelson [6] in estimating EGARCH 

model. The GED incorporates both the normal, laplace and 

uniform distribution. The GED in the word of Nelson [6] was 

noted to be more appealing in term of fulfilling stationarity 

compared to that of the student-t error innovation distribution. 

This distribution is another opposing distribution with 

standardized student-t distribution. 

O’Hagan and Leonard [7] introduced skewed normal 

distribution to capture the skewness of the normal 

distribution while more detailed work on the distribution was 

given by Azzalini [8-10]. Fermandez and Steel [11] used 

skewed normal distribution for error innovation on volatility 

modelling. The skewed normal distribution is a substitute to 

the normal distribution and was proposed to account for 

asymmetric properties of error innovation distribution of 

assets returns. The establishment of this error innovation 

distribution was basically to introduced skewness parameter. 

The distribution was introduced to handle the limitation of 

the student-t distribution because the student-t distribution is 

symmetric which can only capture symmetric returns and 

cannot capture asymmetric returns. Therefore, Hansen [12] 

filled the gap of the student-t distribution by introducing a 

skewed parameter to the student-t distribution called the 

skewed student-t distribution. 

The Skewed Generalized Error Distribution proposed by 

Theodossiou [13] is a distinct case of skew Laplace 

distribution for error innovation distribution. Skewed 

generalized error distribution was first used for error 

innovation in 1998 by Theodossiou he added a skewed 

parameter for the generalized error distribution in order to 

capture the skewness of the GED and that of the skewed 

Laplace distribution which is a distinct case of the 

generalized distribution. 

Samson et al. [14], modeled the volatility in 

Nigerian stock market using skewed error innovation 

distribution with the objective of determining the 

combination of volatility model and the skewed error 

distribution that best captured the dynamics in the volatility 

of Nigerian stock market. The study estimated the parameters 

of GARCH (1,1), APARCH (1,1), GJR-GRACH (1,1), 

IGARCH (1,1) and EGARCH (1,1) using skewed normal, 

skewed Student-t and skewed generalized error distributions. 

These studies have contributed in no great measure to 

volatility modelling but in this paper the researchersare 

introducing a new error innovation distribution that will be 

better than the existing innovation distributionsin handling 

volatility modelling. 

Timothy et al. [15] compared the performance of GARCH 

models and its extensions using five innovation distributions, 

normal distribution, Student–t distribution, generalized error 

distribution, skewed Student- t and skewed generalized error 

distribution. Data on the daily closing prices of Zenith bank 

(04/01/2007 to 31/12/2019) and ETI (04/01/2007 to 

31/12/2019) were obtained from cash craft website and then 

converted to daily returns. The volatility models estimated 

were GARCH (1,1), TGARCH (1,1), EGARCH (1,1), 

IGARCH (1,1) and GJR- GARCH (1,1). The performances 

of these models were compared in terms of fitness and 

forecasting performance based on AIC and Root Mean 

Square Error respectively. Result of analysis revealed that 

GARCH models and its extensions estimated using the 

skewed generalized error distribution performed better than 

other error innovation distributions used. The TGARCH (1,1) 

and E-GARCH (1,1) were recommended as the best model 

for predicting the volatility in ETI and Zenith bank stocks 

respectively. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Introduction 

In this section the researchers will be standardizing and 

convert an existing distribution known and called 

Exponentiated Gumbel Distribution introduced by Nadarajah 

[16] into an error innovation distribution through the method 

of Maximum Likelihood Estimation and then be applied to 

GARCH model. 

Gupta [17] computed the PDF of the Exponentiated G 

distribution where they introduced a class of Exponentiated 

distribution. Gupta [17] specified the CDF and PDF as follow: 

���� = �����;                             (1) 

where 	 > 0 is a shape parameter and ���� is the CDF of 

any baseline distribution. 

To obtain the PDF of the above CDF is by taking the 

differential equation with respect to x to give: 

���� = 	����������                       (2) 

where 	 > 0 is a shape parameter, and 

���� = �����
��                                 (3) 

2.2. Exponentiated Gumbel Distribution (EGD) 

Exponentiated Gumbel Distribution was proposed by 
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Nadarajah (2006). The CDF is given as: 

���, �, �, �� = 1 − �1 − ��� �−��� �− ��
�  !"� , � >

0, −∞ < � < ∞, −∞ < 	 < ∞            (4) 

Therefore, EGD has the density function (pdf): 

���, �, �, �� = �
� �1 − ��� �−��� �− ��

�  !"�� ��� �− ��
�  ��� �−��� �− ��

�  !                       (5) 

where � is the shape parameter and � is the scale parameter. 

The equation �5� above will be converted to an error innovation. 

2.3. Proposed Standardized Exponentiated Gumbel Error Innovation Distribution (SEGEID) 

In order to obtain the standardize exponentiated Gumbel Error Innovation Distribution 

Let '(be substitute in equation 5 where � − � 

which now gives the standardize exponentiated Gumbel Distribution as; 

��'(; �, �� = �
� �1 − ��� �−��� �− )*

�  !"�� ��� �− )*
�  ��� �−��� �− )*

�  ! , −∞ < '( < ∞,           (6) 

The Standardized Exponentiated Gumbel distribution (SEGD) is given as the equation (6) To obtain the Error innovation of 

the SEDG 

Let 

+( = '(�(                                                                                  (7) 

be the transformation function. 

where +( = '(�( is the error of the mean equation. 

Therefore, make '( the subject of the formula 

'( = ,*
�*                                                                                       (8) 

Now, differentiate with respect to +( 

�)*
�,* = �

�*                                                                                     (9) 

Hence 

'( ⟹ ,*
�* = �

�*                                                                              (10) 

Substitute tz in equation (8) into equation (6) 

( )
( )

1

1

2 2

1
; , 1 exp exp exp exp exp

t t t

t t t
t t

t t t t

t

g

α
ε ε ε
σ σ σαε α σ

σ σ σ σ
σ

−
           
                      = − − −                                    

                               (11) 

Simplest form is given as: 

( )
( ) ( )

1

1 2 2 2 1

2 22 2

1
; , 1 exp exp exp exp expt t t

t t

t t t

t t

g

α
ε ε εαε α σ

σ σ σ
σ σ

−  
               = − − −                              
 

                            (12) 

The above equation (12) is the Standardized Exponentiated Gumbel Error Innovation Distribution (SEGEID). 

2.4. Likelihood Function 

.�/� = ∏ ��+(; �, �(�1(2�                                                                (13) 
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.�+(; �, �(� = ∏ ��+(; /�1(2�                                                               (14) 

where / = ��, �(�, � is the shape parameter, �( is the volatility models with vector parameters 

( )1 2 1 2, , ,..., , ,..., ,φ ω θ θ β β γ δ= respectively 

( )
( ) ( )

1

1 2 2 2 1
1 2 22 2

1
; , 1 exp exp exp exp exp
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t t t

t t

t t tt
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∏                            (15) 

( )
( ) ( )

1
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1 1
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n
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t t

t t tt
t t

g
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σ σ

−

=
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∏                            (16) 

Taking the log likelihood function of equation (16) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

2

2
1

2

2 2
1 1

; log log 1 log 1 exp exp
2

log exp log exp exp log
2

=

= =

     = − + − − −         

          + + − −                  

∑

∑ ∑
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t

t t
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LL n

n

εε φ α σ α
σ
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                           (17) 

where / = ��, �(�, � is the shape parameter, �(3 are the itemized volatility models with vector parameters ∅ = �5, /�, /3, … , 7�, 73, … , 8, 9� respectively. 

Let �(3 GARCH (1,1) model given as �(3 = 5 + /�+(�3 +7��(�3                                        (18) 

Now, 

Let Substitute equation �18� into the equation �17�general form of the log-likelihood function of SEGEID to differentiate 

partially with respect to the parameter below �, 5, /� and 7� 

..�+(; �, 5, /�, 7�� = =>?���� − 1
3 log�+5 + /�+(�3 +7��(�3 � + �� − 1� ∑ >?� D1 − ��� E−��� �− ,*

FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  MN1(2� +
∑ >?� E��� �− ,*

FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  M1(2� + ∑ D��� E−��� �− ,*
FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  MN1(2� − �

3 =>?��5 + /�+(�3 + 7��(�3 �  (19) 

Differentiating the above equation (19) partially with respect to �, 5, /�O=P7� then equating to zero 

Let, 

Q = − +(5 + /�+(�3 +7��(�3 , 	 = ��� R− +(5 + /�+(�3 +7��(�3 S 

Then, 

TUU
T� = 1

� + ∑ >?� D1 − ��� E−��� �− ,*
FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  MN = 01(2�                            (20) 

V>>
V5 = −=

2�5 + /�+(�3 +7��(�3 � + �� − 1� X YR exp�−	�
1 − exp�−	�S R +(�5 + /�+(�3 +7��(�3 �3S ��� R− +(5 + /�+(�3 +7��(�3 S]

1

(2�
 

+ ∑ E�^_` �a�
^_` �a�  b− ,*

cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK dKeM + ∑ D�−exp �−	�� b ,*
cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK dKe ��� �− ,*

FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  N − 1
31(2�1(2� � �

FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  = 0     (21) 

TUU
THI =

− 1,*JIK
3cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK d +
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�� − 1� ∑ D� ^_`�f�
�^_`�f� b ,*,*JIK

cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK dKe ��� �− ,*
FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  N +1(2� ∑ E�^_` �f�

^_` �f�  b− ,*,*JIK
cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK dKeM +1(2�

∑ D�−exp �−	�� b ,*,*JIK
cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK dKe ��� �− ,*

FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  N − 1g*JIK
3

1(2� � �
FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  = 0     (22) 

TUU
TLI =

− 1�*JIK
3cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK d +

�� − 1� ∑ D� ^_`�f�
�^_`�f� b ,*�*JIK

cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK dKe ��� �− ,*
FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  N +1(2� ∑ E�^_` �f�

^_` �f�  b ,*�*JIK
cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK dKeM +1(2�

∑ D�−exp �−	�� b ,*�*JIK
cFGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK dKe ��� �− ,*

FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  N − 1�*JIK
3

1(2� � �
FGHI,*JIK GLI�*JIK  = 0     (23)

3. Discussion 

The above are the partial derivatives of the parameters for 

GARCH (1,1) model but due to the complexity, the 

researcher was unable to get the exact solution of the 

parameters. Therefore, a method of numerical solution BFGS 

were applied to obtain the estimated values of the parameters. 

4. Conclusion 

An error innovation distribution called standardized 

exponentiated Gumbel Error Innovation Distribution 

(SEGEID) that will be able to model volatility such as the 

Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity 

(GARCH) effectively was proposed. The proposed model 

would also be able to handle outliers. It will also be effective 

in modelling volatility particularly in a financial investment. 

Finally, the SEGEID will as well capture both the symmetric 

and asymmetric effect in a time series data. Further research 

would involve comparing the proposed error innovation 

distribution with any of the existing innovation distribution 

mentioned in the literature review with the aid of real data, 

particularly data that exhibit extreme value such as stock data. 
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